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Abstract—This paper demonstrates a novel coplanar waveguide
(CPW) to rectangular waveguide (RWG) transition and its applica-band for
tion as an integration enabling structure for filters at
the first time to the best of the authors’ knowledge. In the proposed
wideband transition, the CPW and RWG are integrated on one
side of the substrate, while the coupling probe is patterned directly
on the substrate instead of being made separately. The transition
is fabricated using silicon micromachining and thick-film surface
micromachining techniques with high precision, which is suitable
for millimeter-wave subsystems and are easily extendable to terahertz applications compared to the existing approaches. In the proposed filter design, the metallized probes are used to couple signals
from the CPW to waveguide resonant cavities, therefore, the need
for waveguide input/output ports is eliminated. This significantly
reduces the size of the filter by approximately 30%. The transition and filter components are optimized using Ansoft’s High Frequency Structure Simulator 10 (HFSS 10). The measured response
of the filter has the center frequency at 96.6 GHz, 2.9% bandwidth,
and a 4.14-dB insertion loss in the passband.
Index Terms—Cavity filter, coplanar waveguide (CPW), micro-band.
machining, transition,

I. INTRODUCTION
ECENTLY, communication and satellite systems are
seeking a fully integrated solution where waveguide
components can be accessed through planar circuit boards such
as printed microstrip and coplanar waveguide (CPW) lines.
Some intrinsic obstacles in this integration effort can be tackled
through the reconciliation of the many fundamental differences
that exist between planar and waveguide transmission.
The rectangular waveguide (RWG) has the advantages of
low loss and high power capacity. However, the traditional
RWG at low frequencies is bulky, making their integration into
system-on-chip geometries almost impossible. Nevertheless,
the size of RWG shrinks dramatically at or above the millimeter-wave frequency range or even in terahertz frequencies
[1]–[3]. Meanwhile, the losses of other compact transmission
lines, such as microstrips, keep increasing when the frequency
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goes up. The integration of subsystems into a packaged solution with a combination of planar and waveguide components
provides advantages in terms of high performance with reduced
size. For this reason, it is crucial to build an understanding of
planar to waveguide transition structures and their application in
microwave component designs at millimeter-wave frequencies.
In the existing approaches, the transitions [4]–[6] with conventional machining techniques are not easily adopted by micromachining, which is feasible for the integration of sub-millimeter-wave circuits. The transitions from planar waveguides
to substrate integrated rectangular waveguides (SIRWs) are reported [7]–[10]. These transitions have the advantages of using
a low-cost printed circuit board (PCB) process. However, they
suffer the reduced factor due to the dielectric filling, as well
as relatively large minimum slot and linewidth. In the meantime, several transitions are demonstrated using the low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technique not only from the
planar waveguide to RWG [11], [12], but also from laminated
waveguide to air-filled waveguide [13]. These transitions implemented with the LTCC technique provide good responses,
although they are limited by using metal vias to form the cavity.
In [14] and [15], the transitions from the CPW line to RWG on
a silicon substrate are reported with wet and dry etching techniques. The coupling probe is fabricated separately and has to
be assembled on the substrate.
In our previous research [16], a novel transition is proposed.
It has the advantage of high precision and easier mass production by using silicon micromachining and thick-film surface micromachining techniques. The CPW, probes, and RWG are patterned and integrated on the same side of the substrate. In [16],
the back-to-back transition is designed. The measured -parameters are quite encouraging and the preliminary transition design
is discussed.
In this paper, the comprehensive design analysis of the transition is given, as well as the parameters study; secondly, a waveguide filter that takes full advantage of this transition is demonstrated for the first time. The fabrication, experimental results,
and the discussion of the two-pole filter are finally presented.
II. TRANSITION DESIGN THEORY
A. Transition Analysis
This CPW to RWG transition is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of two sections: a section from the CPW line to coaxial structure and a section from the coaxial structure to RWG. A CPW
to coaxial structure transformation is simple to implement since
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF THE TRANSITION [16]

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the transition [16].

Fig. 2. CPW and the coupling probe [16] (the transition is shown in half from
the center of the broad wall, the metallized silicon sidewalls are not shown).

they both support TEM-mode (or quasi-TEM-mode) transmission; a characteristic impedance-matching geometry can be realized. From the coaxial structure to RWG, exciting the dominant TE10 mode of the RWG using a coaxial structure has been
well established; the outer conductor is attached to the broad
wall of the RWG, while the center conductor, the probe, extends
into the RWG through an aperture at the center of the broad wall.
This section can be optimized by adjusting the height of the
probe in the RWG and the length of the backshort, which is the
distance from the probe to the waveguide short. The impedance
presented to the extending probe by the RWG is the characteristic impedance of the waveguide in parallel with the impedance
introduced by the backshort. The equation to calculate the input
presented to the coaxial structure is given by the
resistance
following equation [17]:
(1)
is the wave impedance of the waveguide at the TE10
where
mode, and are the dimensions of the waveguide,
is the
wavenumber, is the propagation constant, is the length of
the backshort, and is the height of the probe in the RWG. In
.
denotes the
Fig. 2, the length of the backshort is

total height of the probe including two parts: , the height of
the probe in the RWG and the height of the probe in the coaxial
represents the remaining thickness of the wafer
structure.
after a tunnel is etched to accommodate the CPW feeding.
is the radius of the probe. is the width of the center conductor
is the width of the CPW slot.
of the CPW.
The initial values of and the length of the backshort can be
determined by matching the impedance from the coaxial structure to the RWG. This design rule initially gives the height of
the probe in the RWG over half of the waveguide height. This
configuration is hard to implement due to the aspect-ratio limit
in our fabrication. The height of the standard WR-10 waveguide
is 1.27 mm and half of it is over 600 m. The total height of the
probe ( ) will be close to 1 mm including the coaxial part.
To get a sufficiently good impedance matching while using a
shorter probe, the aperture radius on the broad wall can be used
as an additional design variable. Decreasing the probe height
in the RWG is equivalent to reducing the coupling between the
probe and waveguide. Different from the current probe transition in [9], an impedance transformation is taken into account
[18]. This open-circuited probe transition is suitable for wideband design [19].
To compensate for the mismatching over wideband, a
short-end CPW stub is introduced. It helps to improve the
transition, while providing another tuning variable in the entire
transition. Meanwhile, to reduce the reflection back into the
coaxial structure, the aperture radius, i.e., the radius of the outer
conductor of the coaxial structure, is increased to reduce the
capacitive coupling between the inner and outer conductors.
Consequently, it increases the characteristic impedance of the
coaxial structure and thus changes the impedance matching of
the transition. However, if the length of the coaxial structure
is small compared to the guided wavelength, the reflection
introduced in the coaxial structure only plays a minor role
and can be tuned by other design variables. In this design, the
length of the coaxial section is optimized to be 315 m, which
is approximately one-tenth of the wavelength at the center operating frequency. The standard WR-10 (2.54 mm 1.27 mm)
waveguide is used in the transition design, which is optimized
over the entire -band. The optimized dimensions are listed
in Table I.
Upon the above analysis, the first-order equivalent-circuit
model is given in Fig. 3 to give a better understanding of the
operating mechanism of this CPW–RWG transition. In [18], an
equivalent-circuit model is explained very well for a waveguide
probe with a load at one end. In our study, the CPW tuning
stub and the backshort are used to achieve wideband transition.
In Fig. 3, the CPW tuning stub is in parallel connected to the
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Fig. 3. Equivalent-circuit model of the proposed transition.

Fig. 5. Impact of aperture radius (total probe height
=
CPW tuning stub = 450 m, coaxial section length = 315 m).

840 m,

Fig. 4. Impact of the total probe height on impedance matching
=
400 m, aperture radius
=
400 m,
(CPW tuning stub
coaxial section length = 315 m).

coaxial structure with characteristic impedance . The transformation provided by the transformer depends on the probe
denotes the capacitance between
height and the offset [18].
the probe and aperture. The probe in the waveguide can be
and
). The waveguide
modeled as a series LC circuit (
backshort can also be represented as a shunt transmission
line connected with the waveguide impedance. A broadband
impedance transformation to match the frequency-dependent
waveguide impedance into the CPW impedance is obtained
through the combination of all parts. Although the standard
WR-10 dimensions are used in this paper, this approach can be
generalized to other RWG cross sections, especially for smaller
dimensions and higher frequencies.

Fig. 6. Impact of the CPW tuning stub length (total probe height = 840 m,
aperture radius = 450 m, coaxial section length = 315 m).

B. Parametric Study of the Transition
Several physical parameters are optimized to tune the
impedance matching including the probe height, aperture radius, length of the tuning stub, and coaxial structure length. The
height of the probe will affect not only the capacitance and the
inductance, but also the transformer. The coaxial section length
is studied based on the constant probe height in the RWG. The
results are presented in Figs. 4–7.
III. FILTER DESIGN THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

Fig. 7. Impact of the coaxial section length (probe height in waveguide =

525 m, aperture radius = 400 m, CPW tuning stub = 400 m).

A. Filter Design Considerations
The proposed second-order filter topology is shown in Fig 8.
It consists of two ridge resonator structures coupled to each

other. The input and output ports are produced by a direct coupling that occurs between the transition probe and the first res-
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Fig. 8. Proposed filter topology. Transparent wire frame represents the enclosing metal waveguide of the filter structure.

onant mode of the structure. The standard WR-10 waveguide
dimensions (2.54 mm 1.27 mm) are utilized for the RWG.
Our initial goal is to design a filter at 96.5 GHz and fractional
bandwidth of 2.6% using the WR-10 dimensions. Some important filter design considerations include the size of the resonant
cavity, as it dictates both the resonant frequency and proximity
of the input/output coupling ports. In the case of the Chebyshev
filter response, it is advantageous to minimize cross-coupling
between the ports in order to increase the rejection band of the
filter. The separation of the ports is increasingly critical since
the transition probes will be located in a central region inside
the cavity. The filter can be fully described by the resonant frequencies of the synchronous resonators with identical dimensions, the coupling factor between resonators, and the external
coupling between the transition probes and the resonators. A
drawing of the different layer of the filter is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Different transition and filter layers.

B. Resonator Analysis and Field Distribution
The first design step is to analyze the resonance of a cavity
with standard WR-10 dimensions. The resonance may be found
using the fundamental equations for RWG cavities [20] given
by (2) and (3). It is found that a standard RWG cavity with dimensions 2.54 mm 2.54 mm 1.27 mm would resonate at apGHz. At this starting point, we are facing
proximately
the need to reduce the cavity size to increase the resonant frequency while requiring the largest coupling probes separation
to guarantee a good level of filter rejection
(2)
(3)
One option is to adopt a ridge cavity design [21]–[24] consisting
of the cavity with a solid inclusive block. This gives greater flexibility in the realization of higher resonant frequencies while
increasing the separation of the coupling posts. The resonator
structure is shown in Fig. 10. The cavity dimensions are and
corresponding to the - and -axis. The included metal block

Fig. 10. Cavity dimensions.

has a width , thickness , and length in the -, -, and -orim
entations, respectively. The thickness dimension
will be kept fixed, as it corresponds to a silicon wafer thickness.
This constrain simplifies the fabrication process.
An eigenmode solution is conducted to characterize the
cavity. The electric field distribution for the first resonant mode
of the structure is shown in Fig. 11. The electric field pattern can
be seen with strong longitudinal component along the -axis.
The field components concentrate in the region governed by
the presence of the ridge component and fades with increasing
. These electric field components are then used to couple to
the probe of the transition placed directly below the block. The
end of the waveguide with fading field strength would allow
the appropriate low coupling strength to produce a selective
narrowband response.
In this first analysis, the height location of the inclusive block
is determined with various combinations of block sizes and
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Fig. 13. Cavity resonant frequency with varying L (H = 0:2 mm for all cases).

Fig. 11. Electric field pattern distribution.

Fig. 12. Cavity resonant frequency with varying
cases).

H

(W = 1:1 mm for all

. The results are shown in Fig. 12, where the resonant frequencies are plotted versus corresponding values of , the separation from the top of the block to the ceiling of the waveguide. This procedure is repeated for varying values of , and
, and as expected, the resonant frequency
is inversely proportional to the block dimension, as shown in Figs. 13 and 14,
respectively. The presence of the internal block gives the adin order
vantages of increasing the cavity dimension along
to maximize port separation and still realize the increase in resonance frequency to the desired 96.5 GHz. In other words, when
compared to a standard rectangular cavity, the current resonator
with the internal block reduces the required size of the resonator
needed for a specific center frequency. This size reduction is the
advantage of evanescent mode filters, as shown in [21]–[24].
C. Coupling Between Cavities

Fig. 14. Cavity resonant frequency with varying
cases).

W

(H = 0:2 mm for all

Fig. 15. Coupling coefficient k versus variation of the gap between irises.

IV. TRANSITION AND FILTER FABRICATION
A. CPW and Probe Fabrication

The initial iris dimensions are designed by extracting the coupling coefficient present between resonators. The coupling coefficient is found by first placing the resonators in a weakly coupled configuration with respect to the input and output ports.
and
are then extracted
The loaded resonant frequencies
at different gap between irises. Fig. 15 shows the different coupling coefficient obtained using the standard equation for synchronous resonators
(4)
where and are the frequency locations of each of the two
resonant poles.

The CPW feeding and probes were fabricated on a quartz substrate with a Ti/Cu/Ti layer sputtered and patterned on one side.
The SU-8 2035 was spun on the other side of the substrate and
cured. The vertical probes were then patterned under the UV
light and were formed after the development. To plate the CPW
line, another Ti/Cu/Ti layer was sputtered as a seed layer. A negative photoresist NR9-8000 was coated with the approximate
exposure to pattern the CPW slot line. The electroplating was
adopted to plate a 6- m/2- m copper/gold to cover the sidewall
of the probe and exposed feeding after the development of the
NR9-8000. Finally, the seed layer was released after the negative photoresist NR9-8000 was stripped. Fig. 16 shows the CPW
line, the probe, and a silicon sample in detail.
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Fig. 16. (a) Probe and CPW [16]. (b) One silicon layer in detail.

Fig. 18. Simulation and measurement results of bandpass filter
transitions.
Fig. 17. (a) Four silicon layers to form the RWG and filter. (b) Two stacked
silicon layers with a fixture.

B. Stacked Substrates
The deep-reactive iron etching (DRIE) technique was used
to fabricate the silicon layers, shown in Fig. 17(a), to form the
filter. The bottom layer was made by using a 300- m-thick
wafer. The two middle layers were fabricated using the
525- m-thick wafers. The top layer was etched only 220- m
deep and released from the back with different patterns. The
fixture and two silicon layers on the quartz substrate are shown
in Fig. 17(b).
C. Fabrication Flow of the Silicon Wafer
The silicon wafer was cleaned and patterned using the
photoresist SRP220. The STS ICP was employed to etch the
patterned silicon to the desired depth. The wafer was then
cleaned and the Uniaxis PECVD was used to deposit a thin
silicon dioxide layer to protect the etched topside. Once the
silicon dioxide was formed, the wafer was flipped and patterned
on the backside using SRP220. The release of the sample was
taken by using the STS ICP to etch the wafer from the backside.
The diluted HF was used to remove the silicon dioxide layer.
The silicon samples were sputtered using DC-Sputter with
7- m Ti/Cu/Au.
V. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The filter presented in this paper is simulated using Ansoft’s
full-wave High Frequency Structure Simulator 10 (HFSS 10).
The quartz substrate used in the simulation has a dielectric constant of 3.78 and a loss tangent of 0.0002. The metal on the
quartz substrate and on the silicon wafers is gold with conductivity of 4.1E7 S/m. The simulation result is reported in Fig. 18.
The center frequency of the filter is 96.5 GHz with 2.6% bandwidth. The simulated insertion loss in the passband is 2.5 dB.
The measurements at the -band were taken using an Agilent Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) 8510XF. The VNA was

+ CPW–RWG

calibrated by using the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) MultiCal thru-reflect-line (TRL) algorithm. A
pair of CPW probes with 250- m pitch were used in the measurement. The measured passband insertion loss is 4.14 dB. The
two poles are located at 96.3 and 97.1 GHz in the reflection loss.
The measured filter has the center frequency at 96.6 GHz with
the bandwidth of 2.9%. Compared to the simulated data with
2.5-dB loss in the passband, the measured filter has 1.64-dB additional loss. The bandwidth is increased by 0.3%.
The additional loss, according to our understanding, may
come from the assembly tolerance, surface roughness of the
silicon waveguide sidewall, and gap between the layers. The
tolerance of micromachining including DRIE, photolithography, and metallization is in the level of m or less in our
class 100 cleanroom. However, the tolerance of alignment pins
determined by the machine shop is in the level of mil (1/1000 in
or 25.4 m). To prevent the fight among the alignment pins
during the assembly, the holes on the silicon samples are made
intently larger than that of the alignment pins. A rigorous sensitivity analysis of coupled resonator filter can be found [25].
Unfortunately, we cannot directly use it since the tolerances
in the assembly will affect not only the coupling, but also the
impedance matching of the transition.
The simulation result in Figs. 19 and 20 shows the sensitivity
of the response to the horizontal displacement of the silicon
denotes the displacement
layer having the internal block.
along the CPW lines.
denotes the displacement in perpendicular to the CPW lines. The filter is simulated while sweeping
and . The simulation shows the filter response is very
the
sensitive to the displacement in parallel to the CPW line since
the electric field is changed in this direction through the presence of the probe that is right below the block and close to the
edge. To reduce the loss from assembly, a nonstandard waveguide with less height will be helpful. It will not only reduce the
necessitated layers, but also simplify the transition design since
the waveguide impedance is proportional to the height. An alternative solution is to adopt the pin-free alignment method. For
the application with frequency higher than -band, or even in
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coupling probe is patterned on the substrate instead of being
fabricated separately. These changes make the transition more
suitable for RF packaged circuits and easily extendable to terahertz applications compared to the existing transitions. The metallized probes in the proposed filter design are adopted to couple
the signal from the CPW line to the waveguide resonant cavities of a two-pole filter and eliminate the need for waveguide
input/output ports. In the future, the advanced compact filters
can be implemented using the proposed transition.
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